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1. **Paint Failures**
   
   *Stacie Anderson LaGrange, Rose Garrison, & Ken Hogben | Benjamin Moore Paints*

   Participants will be educated on failures of paints and coatings by Panel Discussion with industry representatives, and how to meet local health requirements for protection of applicators and the public.

2. **Tile & Stone Failures**
   
   *Rich Galliani, Licensed Tile Contractor | Technical Director. TSC Northern California*

   Participants will note tile and stone failures in exterior walls by failing installation methods creating safety hazards; new standards by the Tile & Stone Council of Northern CA.

3. **Stucco & EIFS Cladding Failures and How to Avoid**
   
   *Christine Diosdado, P.E., MS, CSI | Associate Principal, Simpson Gumpertz & Heger*

   Attendees will learn why stucco and EIFSystems fail, and possible solutions by expansion joints and installation procedures; coatings vs integral color.

4. **Decay in Exterior Elevated Elements**
   
   *Leslie Scheppelmann & Henry Sweat | Wiss, Janney, Elstner Associates*

   Attendees will observe decay in exterior elevated elements such as balconies, which commonly indicates structural damage, and note resulting changes in local Building Codes for public safety.